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Summary
This document presents the implementation and evaluation processes of the pilot
courses established within the NETT Project. In particular this report describes the
NETT pilot courses implemented in the project, the evaluation methods being applied
and the results obtained within the pilot studies themselves, according to the general
structure of the pilot course described in D19.

NETT Pilot Courses
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Pilot Course implementation and evaluation
The implementation process of the project NETT–platform in each partner country
started with carrying out the pilot courses. Each partner organisation had the
responsibility to design and evaluate a pilot course in its own language, on its
preferred subject areas and with a specific group of participant teachers, according
to the plan described in D19.
The pilot courses aimed to test the NETT platform towards educational objectives and
to gather users’ feedback on applied methodology, educational contents and platform
functionalities. The pilot courses allowed to identify experts and to start building the
NETT community of teachers.
Three Pilot Courses have been organized in Italy, Bulgaria and Turkey. In the following
table the distinctive features of the Pilot courses are summarized:
Cases

Duration

Number of involved
participants

Proposed activities

Italian Pilot Course

4 months

32 enrolled
participants

Project work
Individual work

Bulgarian Pilot Course

4 months

27 enrolled
participants

Project work
Individual work

Turkish Pilot Course

4 months

15 enrolled
participants

Project work
Individual work

The objectives of the Pilot Courses (see D19 for further details) can be summarized
as follows:


To allow the teachers to acquire/ improve their entrepreneurial skills
targeted by the NETT programme (i.e. related to Entrepreneurial Vision,
Personal Development, Communication Skills, Economic Skills, Technical Skills)



To allow the teachers to apply the acquired knowledge and skills in projectbased learning activities, such as the collaborative Project Work included in
the Pilot.



To allow the teachers to integrate the acquired entrepreneurial skills into their
own professional career through the Individual Work included in the Pilot.

The Pilot Courses have then been evaluated towards those three objectives by mean
of evaluation of the final results accomplished by the participants with relation to the
assignments been carried out:


the project work,



the individual work.

By mean of those assignments, participants were asked to practice specific
entrepreneurial skills by applying the newly acquired notions in team project-based
as well as personal learning experiences.
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The evaluation of the assignments have been carried out according to the following
criteria:


task completeness,



content suitability.

The results of the evaluation are described in the following paragraphs.
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Italian Pilot Course
Pilot Course Implementation
The pilot course lead in Italian Language has been delivered from June the 1st to
September 30th 2014.
The chosen course for the Italian pilot is "Basic Economics", which is in the macro
category "Economic Skills” of the NETT platform. The Italian pilot course started with
a Kick-Off represented by a 30 minutes videoconference meeting aimed to present
course structure and goals.
After the Kick-Off each participant can access, download read and study all the
provided learning materials, having the chance to discuss online the course topics
with themselves, with tutors and with experts. Tutors and experts will be in involved
to support the participants in the community.
The project work consisted in a collaborative project finalized to the development
of a SWOT analysis in a business management case study. Such an assignment would
imply that participants need to acquire (or improve) knowledge of basic economics
concept and principles and that they are able to apply them into practice.
The individual work consisted in the development of a personal project aiming at
making each participant develop their own entrepreneurial as well as teaching
initiatives on the basis of the acquired knowledge and skills. The teachers were
proposed a series of questions to begin developing their own report, like for example:
how will this course impact your teaching activity? And how may you re-use NETT
course material for your own lessons, exercises, laboratory activities.
After the completion and the evaluation of both the project and the individual works,
the pilot course ended with a 30 minutes videoconference meeting aimed to
present the course results, key learning and next steps.
Italian Pilot Course implementation – actual schedule (June-September 2014)


Opening videoconference June 3



Autonomous activities between starting on June 3



Check-point June 20



Project Work starting on June 21



Check point July 20



Focus Point Webinar September 12



Individual Work starting on September 15



Check point September 20



Closing videoconference September 30

The pilot course actually lasted even after the closing videoconference in order to
allow the participants to complete their assignments. The final conclusion of the Pilot
Course has been November 15.
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NETT tutors have managed all the scheduled activities and facilitated the engagement
and the contribution of all the participants through a variety of online and in presence
meetings in order to involve the highest number of teachers possible.

Evaluation of Pilot Course Results
Teachers’ involvement
The pilot course enrolled 32 participants, 23 of them started the activities and at the
end of the period 12 active users completed the course, delivering six Individual
Works and three Project Works, working in groups of 2-5 people.
The main cause of abandon rate of pilot participants was due to the upcoming tasks
related to their current teaching activities, since September and October are the
months where in Italy schools restart after summer holidays and the teachers are
involved in planning and management activities.
The Italian community of NETT teachers has widely used the forum to manage
discussions whether Social NETT has been used almost exclusively as a testing space.
The following picture is presenting the activity in the discussion forum.
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.

Pilot Course Results
The Initial Test questionnaire was adopted to assess the entry level of the participants
towards:
 participants’ basic notions and principles of the course;


participants’ ability to use the platform (e.g. search, navigate, etc.)



participants’ own entrepreneurial skills and expertise

The questionnaires showed that Italian teachers had a little or poor knowledge of
entrepreneurship education. Course participants had humanistic and technical
backgrounds with little or no knowledge in economics.
The results obtained by the teachers during the Pilot Course need to be assessed with
full understanding of what the initial test showed.
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Project work activities have been designed for teachers, to become familiar with the
capabilities of the platform, creating the first working groups which, from internal
reports, have also taken advantage of the tools and knowledge outside the platform.
The three developed project works were different, due to the background of teachers.

Main results of Project Work evaluation are described as follows.
Use and adoption of the NETT platform


Due to the collaborative nature of the assignment, the Project Work allowed to
proof and validate team building support capabilities of the NETT platform;



Teamwork implied that individual participant needed to exploit the potential of
NETT platform as well as web communication and exchange tools and services,
like the platform discussion forum or the Google Hangout;



Due to the interaction required by task accomplishment, the teachers had the
capacity to test the NETT platform main functionalities, especially validating
how the platform supports content creation and new courses building;



Course participants learned how to retrieve and access educational resources
from the NETT platform: the Project Works that have been produced included
references and contents from a variety of courses published in the platform;

Task completeness and content suitability


The final Project Works submitted to the course tutor were evaluated as SWOT
analysis coherently structured, which, in all the cases, showed full
completeness towards task request and satisfying content suitability;



The SWOT analysis were formally well structured and appropriate, not major
weaknesses have been reported;



All the Project Works were approved as formal accomplishment of the Pilot
Course.
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The Individual work has been based on the knowledge developed during the distance
learning phase. in which it was also shown the important side of the sharing of media
through metadata. Teachers have created personal materials, using materials from
the NETT website and from the NETT platform, creating personal courses that are the
result of their personal knowledge on how to use the NETT platform.

Main results of Individual Work evaluation are described as follows.
Use and adoption of the NETT platform


Due to the explorative nature of the assignment, the Individual Work allowed
to proof and validate cross-reference support capabilities of the NETT platform
and content categorization through metadata.

Task completeness and content suitability


The final Individual Works submitted to the course tutor were evaluated as
reports coherently organized and well structured. All the works showed full
completeness towards task request, satisfying content development and the
ability to integrate the entrepreneurial skills and knowledge acquired (or
improved) into personal business, entrepreneurial or teaching projects in a
variety of different sectors.
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Bulgarian Pilot Course
Pilot Course Implementation
The Bulgarian Pilot Training Course has been based on the existing “Skills for
Presentation” course which was extended with additional elements and adapted to
the specific requirements of the project thus, giving knowledge and skills for working
in the environment of the NETT platform.
The aims of the course were:


to present the functions
Entrepreneurship,

of

the

NETT

platform

to

the

teachers

in



to receive feedback from them, and



to develop skills for creating new courses and thus, to enrich the e-learning
NETT system.

According to the plan, the course started on July 2nd and finished on September 30th,
2014. The Bulgarian Pilot Course has been carried out in three phases:
First phase:

Introduction of the NETT platform;

Second phase: Training on Skills for Presentation, and
Third phase:

Training on Development of a New Course and its description
with NETT metadata.

The entire course is based on blended learning sessions – some of the participants
attended the face-to-face sessions. The other trainees, who were not able to attend
the face-to-face sessions, were virtually supported by the Webinar applications.
The course activities
Individual work with the NETT platform;
Collaborative work. During the second phase, the participants were divided in few
teams based on their preferences among the 5th main NETT topics: Entrepreneurial
Vision, Personal Development, Communication Skills, Economic Skills, Technical
Skills;
Individual work. During the third phase, the trainees worked on creating new
recourses for embedding into the system (teaching materials, learning materials,
exercises, tests, self evaluation materials, etc.).
During the closing session of the training course a review of the new developed eresources has been carried out with a discussion on their quality and the ways for
their improvement.
Two scenarios were developed for the individual work :


first - to explore the platform as a repository;



second - to use it as a learning management system.
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The scenarios description was presented in Bulgarian language (it is given in the figure
below).

All training sessions have been guided, monitored and advised by chosen NETT
experts.
Bulgarian Pilot Course Designed calendar


July 2nd - Opening session: Introduction to the NETT system – mixed mode –
Face-to-face and Webinar Participation;



July 31st – Start of the individual work;



July 16th - Check-point;



July 17th – Start of the collaborative work;



August 29th - Check point



September 10th - Face-to-face and Webinar sessions



September 10th - Individual Work



September 20th - Check point



September 30th - Closing session – face-to-face and virtual presentation with a
discussion on the quality of the e-materials produced.
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Additionally, the platform was tested and evaluated by pre-service teachers
(students at the university level) as a part of the Human-Computer Interaction
course. The evaluation of the NETT platform was designed as an assessment
task.

The beginning of the pilot course was virtual.

Actually, the closing session of the pilot course was carried out in October 30 during
the Open NETT Day. This forum was a part of the UNESCO International Workshop:
Quality of Education and Challenges in a Digitally Networked World-QED’14.
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Moments from the Closing session

Teachers’ Involvement
Totally 27 participants attended the course among which 8 pre-service and 19 inservice teachers. The platform was introduced to the teachers from the National High
School in Finance and Business, Junior Achievements–Bulgaria and Knowledge,
Innovation and Strategies Management Club.
Some of the participants weren’t very active. It’s difficult to precise the reasons for
this but it’s worth to draw attention to the fact that the course was carried out during
the summer period with very hot weather.
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Similar to the Italian course Bulgarian participants have mainly used the internet
forums for doing discussions on the course subject and content.

Pilot Results
Use and adoption of the NETT platform


The Bulgarian teachers were familiar with the learning management system
MOODLE –the basis of the NETT platform and they proofed and validated the
new capabilities of the NETT platform – as a repository and introduced
metadata.



The important for them was to understand the categorisation of the platform
and description of preliminary knowledge level and outcomes.

Task completeness and content suitability
Actually, the training was held separately for the two groups of teachers: first, with
in-service teachers in July-September 2014 and second, with pre-service teachers –
in October 2014.


In-service teachers worked on the development of their own courses according
to the two scenarios. The most important for them was to become familiar with
the metadata.



Pre-service teachers shared their opinions on the Forum tool of the learning
platform for the Human-Computer Interaction course attended (in Bulgarian
Language below). The proof of user-friendly platform was approved. The
students shared that they have had some minor problems with the drop-down
metadata menus. The problem appears with the Cyrillic elements in the NETT
repository. The elements described in Bulgarian languages were not
recognisable. This is in fact an encoding problem and it can easily be overcome.
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Turkish Pilot Course
Pilot Course Implementation
The pilot course in Turkish has been delivered from June23rd to August 29th 2014.
The chosen course for the Turkish pilot was "Basic Economics", which is in the macro
category "Economic Skills” of the NETT platform.
The Turkish pilot course started with a face to face meeting with a representation
of the NETT project, platform and the structure and the aim of the course. This first
session was 40 minutes long.
After this first lesson, each participant has been made able to access, download, read
and study all the provided learning materials, having the chance to discuss online the
course topics with other participants, tutors and experts.
There has been a joint project work towards the end of the course which participants
analysed a business success story using SWOT analysis.
Each participant did an individual work in which they produced a paper presenting
their ideas for future application of the course in their teaching activities. In this paper
they will present how this platform can be used, how it can affect their teaching style
and how can they use course materials in their teaching.
The pilot course ended with a 30 minutes closing lesson aimed to present course
results, key learnings and next steps.
Turkish Pilot Course Designed calendar


Opening lesson June 23rd



Autonomous activities starts on June 24



Check-point July 18



Project Work starts on July 21



Check point July 20



Individual Work starts on August 1



Check point August 15



Closing lesson August 29

In order to meet educational needs of teachers after summer holiday, duration of the
pilot course had extended until the end of November.

Involvement
Total 15 participants enrolled to the Turkish pilot course, 14 of them started the
activities and at the end of the period 6 active users completed the course, delivering
six individual works and three Project Works.
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Some of the participants did not actively participated into the course or completely
quitted because of the intensity of their teaching responsibilities during the first weeks
of the school period.
Similar to the Italian course participants, Turkish participants have also used mainly
forums to do discussions about the course subject.

Pilot Results
During the first face-to-face meeting participants were orally assessed regarding their
knowledge about the course subject, their own entrepreneurial skills and expertise
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and their ability to use computer. In general, all of the participants had basic computer
skills to use NETT platform. However, they had limited or poor knowledge of
entrepreneurship education. Participants had different backgrounds such as
humanities, science, management, etc.
Turkish Pilot course designed for participants to get to know to platform and its
capabilities, to participate in forums and perform assigned tasks.
There was a Q&A forum for participants to discuss the course subject and platform
issues and a project work as final assignment designed for participants to present
their SWOT analysis of the chosen entrepreneurship idea.

Main results of Pilot Course and Project Work evaluation are described below:
Use and adoption of the NETT platform


Course participants learned how to search and access to the educational
resources,



Course participants used forum function to ask & answer questions and discuss
course topics,



Course participants learned how to upload and download document and used
these functions to complete course assignment.

Task completeness and content suitability


As a final Project Work participants submitted their SWOT analysis to the course
tutor. The answers were coherently structured, which, in all the cases, showed
full completeness towards task request and satisfying content suitability;



The SWOT analyses were formally well structured and appropriate, not major
weaknesses have been reported;



All submitted project works were accepted as formal accomplishment of the
Pilot Course.
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Conclusion
The results from implementation pilot courses in the three partners’ country are the
first real test of the platform. The established problems are discussed and improved
for further implementation.
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